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%le investigate the sensitivity of some weak processes to a Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing
in the leptonic sector. Values for mixing angles and masses compatible with several experimental
accelerator data were found. We discuss in this context neutrino oscillations and cosmological and
astrophysical consequences as well.
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I. INTRODUCTION 2

= 0.960 + 0.024. (1.3)

The physics of the w lepton will provide in the near
future evidence concerning the question if this lepton,
with its neutrino partner, is a sequential lepton or not.
Although the existing data indicate a positive answer to
that question, the structure of the weak interaction of the
third lepton family deserves more detailed experimental
and theoretical studies. As was stressed in Ref. [1], all
experiments are internally consistent with the standard
model. Notwithstanding, it is well known that the ac-
curacy of the v data is still poor and it should be pos-
sible that new physics will come up when the proposed
w-charm factories give new and more accurate data about
r decays and properties [2].

One important issue concerns lepton universality. The
e —p universality is well established in vr decays given a
ratio [3]

G, iG„=0.9985 + 0.0015.

On the other hand, the current data on w —p, universality
have not the same precision and one still can speculate
on a possible departure &om 7 —p universality.

A quantity which parametrizes the v —p universality
1s

(1.2)

where G and G„are, respectively, the coupling con-
stants of the w and p to the charged weak current, re-
spectively. We will use the notation B = B(a -+ b+I)
where X are appropriate particles. A similar notation is
used for the partial width I'

The new values for the 7 mass m = 1776.9+o 5 + 0.2
MeV [4] or m = 1771.3 6 2.4 + 1.4 MeV [5] imply that
a possible deviation ft. orn ~ —p, universality is reduced
&om 2.5' to 1.7o.. Explicitly with the BES data one has

Two other experimental quantities which we will use
later on are [6]

QTp = 0.98 6 0.02 (1.4)

and

= (1.218 k 0.014) x 10 4. (1.5)

More recent data give for the ratio in (1.5) [7]

1.2265 + 0.0034 (stat) + 0.0044 (syst) x 10; (1.6)

however we will use, for consistence, the world average of
Ref. [6] for all quantities.

In this paper we will consider that if neutrinos are mas-
sive in the standard electroweak model [8], a mixing sim-
ilar to the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) one in
the quark sector [9], may occur with three lepton gener-
ations. We show in this paper that such a mixing it is
not ruled out by current data and can be used to explain
a possible deviation from w —p universality.

We must nevertheless stress that the analysis we will

put forward in this work is valid even if v. —p universality
is con6rmed. Only the numerical values that we give will
change.

The introduction of a mixing among three generations
makes room for a third massive neutrino with a mass, as
we will see, beyond the current limit of what is consider,
without mixing, the "r neutrino" [5,10].

The existence of neutral heavy leptons has been dis-
cussed in the literature since about 20 years ago [11].
Usually, the heavy neutrino is assumed to mix with the
electron and muon families with either V —A or V + A
charged and neutral currents. The heavy neutrino could
be a higher generation neutrino, associated with a yet un-
observed heavy charged lepton, a right-handed neutrino,
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etc. [12]. Another possibility usually considered is that
in addition to the three left-handed lepton doublets one
includes k neutrino singlets y~, j = 1, .. . , k [13,14]. This
led to neutrino mixing without affecting the Z width.

Here we will suppose that only 3 right-handed sin-
glets have been added and that there is no Majorana
mass terms among the right-handed singlets. This is the
simplest extension of the standard model which includes
massive Dirac neutrinos. The only supposition we will
make is that

0&m, =m, (&m, . (1.7)

This will be assumed not only for the sake of simplic-
ity but because it is an interesting possibility. The two
light neutrinos could be detected in oscillation experi-
xnents [15]. We will not make any further assumptions
concerning the mixing matrix elements nor the m„, value
but leave them to be constrained by several experimental
data. This means that we will Gt in our analysis, at the
same time, two mixing angles and a mass.

We stress that it is important to specify the model one
is considering when comparing with experimental data.
A purely model-independent approach cannot be de6ni-
tive.

The outline of this work is as follows. In Sec. II we
consider the effect of mixing in the partial width for the
muon decay, leptonic 7 decays and pion decays. These
are the quantities which are calculated theoretically. In
Sec. III we compare our theoretical results with experi-
mental data (within 1cr) for r and pion decays deriving
&om this comparison regions of permitted mixing angles
and mass. In Sec. IVA we take into account the con-
straints coming Rom the Z invisible partial width. In
Sec. IVB we discuss the current limit of "m ." on the
light of the mixing angles obtained in Sec III, showing
that it is possible to go beyond the current limit of 31
MeV without contradicting experimental results. Neu-
trino oscillations are consider in Sec.VA; cosmological
and astrophysical constraints are discussed in Sec. VB
and Sec. VC, respectively. Finally, the last section is
devoted to our conclusions.

II. THREE GENERATIONS MIX.INC IN THE
LEPTONXC SECTOR

fV V" V'& t'- l
V„g V„2 V„3 I v
V ' V"2 V f I v J

(2.1)

It is well known that there are several parametriza-
tions of the CKM matrix. Here we will use the Maiani
one [6,21]. This form has the feature that when two
of such angles vanish the mixing matrix reduces to the
usual Cabibbo-like mixing matrix of two generations. Us-
ing the usual notation c,~ = cos 0,~, 8;~ = sin 0,~, with i
and j being generation labels i, j = 1, 2, 3, setting the
phase bq3

——0 for the sake of simplicity and making the
substitution cq2 ~ cg, c~3 m cp and C23 ~ c~ we have

Cg Cp
—Sg C&

—Cg 8&sp

l Sgs& —Cgc&Sp

sgcp
Cg C&

—888& Sp
—Cg 8& —Sgc& Sp

Sp
8-Y Cp

"n)
(2 2)

Assuming that only one of the neutrinos, say v3, is
sufBciently massive we can write for the decay probabil-
ity of a charged lepton l' into the charged lepton / and
neutrinos v, vz the expression [20]

In this paper we will consider only Dirac neutri-
nos. The general eKects of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa mixing in the leptonic sector were considered in
Refs. [16—18]. In particular the effects of such a mixing
for the case of leptonic decays of the p were explicitly
considered in Ref. [19], and in Ref. [20] for the r lepton
case.

In fact, it has been shown by Shrock [17] that if
neutrinos have nonzero masses the semileptonic decays
h,

' m 6 + t + v~ consist of an incoherent sum of the sep-
arate modes h,

' m h, + l + v, , where vt ——v, ) v„) v~ are
weak eigenstates and v;, i = 1, 2, 3 are the mass eigen-
states allowed by phase space. These states are related
by v& = P, V&, v, , V being the unitary leptonic CKM
matrix. Explicitly, this mixing matrix is de6ned for the
three generations case as

I'(~' & ) =, '. (Iv I'+Iv. l')(Iv I'+Iv I') I'".+(Iv I'[Iv I'+Iv I']+Iv'I'[Iv I'+Iv I']) I'.".

+
I
&i a

I

'
I vis I

' ~'si ), (2.3)

with /' = p, 7 and l = e, p for the 7. decay and l = e for the muon decay. Notice that G, although it is still de6ned
as G /v 2 = g /8mL in Eq. (2.3) is not equal to the muon decay constant G„. We shall return to this point later.
In (2.3) we have defined the integrals

(x —B)2 [x(3k —2x) —B]dx, (2.4)
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I' = 2 (z —B) ~ (k —h l
—z) z(k —z)

-(k —bsl —z)-
(k —z)

+ [(k —x)3 y b",,, (k —z) —2h4, , ](2kx —z3 —B) dz, (2.5)

1

I' ' =2, (k —x —4h, , ) [(k —z —4h, , )x(k —x) + (k —x + 2b, , )(2kx —x —B) dz, (2.6)

with

k = 1+b„„B= 4(k —1), hsl =
mfa

m$

m)~
(2.7)

(m„, + m„,. )3
zrn = 2bll') zM —k

mf(
(2.s)

r,",', rQ3 and I'33 are the contributions for the l' ~ lv, v, decays &om two massless, one massive, and two massive
neutrinos, respectively.

Using explicitly the parametrization in (2.2) we obtain

a2m5
I'(P -+ ev„v, ) = " (sps +c )cpl'"'+ (sps + ape +cpa )I'"'+ 8 cpspI 3192+3

(2.9)

2m5
I(T M ev v ) =

3 (Bpc +8 )cpIee+(Bpc +spa +cpc )I 3+c cpspI33192vr3- (2.10)

(2.ii)

Notice that Eqs. (2.9)—(2.11) depend only on the angles
P and p. We see from Eq. (2.9) that in fact

I'(T m pv v„) = [(ap'c'+s')(apa +c')I',g192m3

+(8 (BpC + 8 ) + C (Bps + C ))Cp ZQ3 + C 8 Cp I 33]
I

for the decay of 7 into electron and muon, respectively.
Using Eqs. (2.14)—(2.16) we obtain

G = G x factor) (2.12)

where the factor will depend on the kinematical region
allowed for a particular decay, so that the constant G
appearing in other decays is that given by Eq. (2.12).
For instance, if v3 is kinematically forbidden in the muon
decay, &om (2.9) we obtain

and

(G l f '(Pyb b3 )«.) f"'(»~ b..b..)

f "(Ptbl b3)
B~ f"(P, ~, b, , b3.) I':

(2.17)

(2.1s)

G,' = G'(1 —lvpsl')(1 —IV"I')
= G (spa + c )cp. (2.1S)

G2m'„
I'(p m ev„v, ) = "f"'(P,p, b,„,h3„), (2.i4)

for the partial rate of the muon decay into electron and

Hence, we have de6ned G„ in such a way that it coincides
with the usual value.

We will write Eqs. (2.9), (2.10), and (2.11), respec-
tively, in the form

Q2 +2+2 m3
Iml &~ KM m[g2 ~ g2

-(bl'. —b3.)']&'(1 bl'. b3.) (2.19)

where A is the triangular function, hl = ml/m and VKM
is the appropriate Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix
elements of the quark sector. In particular we have

The left-hand sides of (2.17) and (2.1S) have the value
showed in (1.3) and (1.4), respectively.

We will also consider vr ~ E+ v~, l = e, p decays. The
partial width with a massive neutrino is [17]

G2m5
I'(T -+ ev v, ) = f '(P, p, b, , ba ),192~3

G'm'
I'(T -+ pv v„) = f "(P,p, b„,b3 ),192

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.20)

I'(~ ~ ev. ) = (lv. il'+ Iv..l') I' + Iv.sl'r;
= c2I' + s2I'

P 0 P 3 (2.21)

I'( ~ p ) = (IV I'+ IV I') I'o"+ IV I'I' "
= (s'sp+ c') I',"+a'cpI', ",
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From (2.20) and (2.21) we obtain

p7re 2 I'ere + 82 I'7re
0 /3

@7re

I' & (s's' + c')I' " + s'c2I' " B &'
w P

(2.22)

In the next section we will compare Eqs. (2.17), (2.18),
and (2.22) with (1.3)—(1.5) and other experimental data.

III. EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS ON
MIXINC ANCLES AND NEUTRINO MASS

/I

~BOB

(c,/G„)'
0.984

II

1.252x10 '

The e6'ects of a leptonic mixing in the decays of pseu-
doscalars mesons was studied by Shrock [17] and Ng [18].
Since then, several experiments were performed search-
ing the efFect of extra peaks due to massive neutrinos in
the spectrum of the positron in sr+ m e+v(p) [22]. The
measurement of this branching ratio con6rm the hypoth-
esis of the e —y, universality at the 0.2% level [3]. The
theoretical uncertainty arises from structure-dependent
loop efFects, they could be important in the 7r —+ ev, p
decay, but are less than 0.1% [3].

Here we will point out some considerations about these
experiments. In most of them when Gtting experimental
data with theoretical calculations it have been assumed
that the heavy neutrino couples mainly with the elec-
tron or muon. Hence, according to this what they are
comparing with experimental data is [23]

I'(vr -+ tv3)
I'(vr m tv()

(3.1)

where v~ is the conventional massless neutrino, l = e, p
and the factor of proportionality is the kinematical factor
including phase space.

The ratio

I'(7r m ev3)
I'(vr m pvr)

(3 2)

has also been considered by Bryman et aL [22], which
depends on both V,3, V„q. However, the value of V„a
was taken from the work by Abela et aL [22]. In fact,
most of the experimental data were Gtted assuming a
heavy subdominant coupled (HSC) neutrino, i.e. , a heavy
neutrino with Vr, (( 1 [24].

In our analysis we will not make any assumption with
respect to the matrix elements of the mixing matrix and
when we have considered a kinematically allowed heavy
neutrino in pion decays it is necessary to use (2.20) and
(2.21) in which V,3 ~3 appear (after using the unitarity
condition on the matrix V).

We have done several plots of Eqs. (2.17), (2.18), and
(2.22) as a function of the angles P and p for several
values of m„, using the experimental value (within lo')
given by (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5). The values of the other
parameters are those of the Ref. [6].

I et us consider the following intervals.
(i) G /G„) 1 independently of the mixing angles.

For the experimental data we have used, this region cor-
responds to m, & 50 MeV.

(ii) G /G„& 1, but there is no intersection with (1.3).

0.01

1 2Q4xlQ

I

/

/

/

/

Q, ~~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

Q. Q i Q.Q2 Q.03 0.04 0.05 0,06 Q.O /' O, Q8

This corresponds to the mass interval 50MeV & m, &
84 MeV.

(iii) G /G„( 1, compatible with (1.3) and (1.4) but
not compatible with (1.5). In this case we have 84 MeV (
m, & 155 MeV and m„, & 800 MeV.

(iv) G /G„& 1, compatible with all experimental data
in the m„, interval: 155MeV & m, & 800MeV.

In Fig. 1 we show contour plot of (2.17), (2.18), and
(2.22). The allowed values for the mixing angles we ob-
tain, using m„, = 165 MeV, are

11.54' & P & 12.82', p & 4.05'. {3.3)

%e have seen that, to be in agreement with the processes
represented by the quantities in Eqs. {2.17), (2.18), and
(2.22) the heavier neutrino could have a mass in the in-
terval:

155 MeV & m, & 800 MeV. (3.4)

IV. CONSTRAINTS COMINC FROM
Z-INVISIBI.E WIDTH AND END POINT

OF v DECAY INTO FIVE PIONS

%'e have seen in the last section that the mass region
allowed by the processes (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5) is given
in (3.4). However, it is mandatory to consider the Z
invisible width and also the end point of the spectrum
of the v. ~ 5mv„decay which provide the current upper
limit on the "v. neutrino" mass. Hence, we will continue
our analysis in order to constrain even more the allowed
values for the neutrino mass and mixing angles.

FIG. l. Allowed region (within lo) in the plane s& x s
for the ratios G /G„[Eq. (1.3)], B "/B ' [Eq. (1.4)], snd
B '/B " [Eq. (1.5)] for m„, = 165 MeV. The region for
B "/B ' is larger than the area shown in the picture. We
will also show the contour plot of [Eq. (4.1)]. The black ares
is the allowed region combining all ratios.
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A. 2 invisible width dI' G V2
m(q, m, m„)A&(m, q, m )h(q ),

T
Let us consider the constraints coming &om the Z in-

visible width measured by the experiments at the CERN
e+e collider LEP: I""" = 502 + 9 MeV [6]. For two
massless and one massive neutrinos we have [25]

pinv 1
2 + Ql —4py (1 —py )

- [(sps~+ c~)cp]

(4.1)

where

m(q2, m2, m2 ) = (m2 —q2)(m + 2q )
—m„(2m —

q —m„)2 2 2 2

(4.6)

(4 7)

where

and

M3G

12 2m'

Mz = 91.173 6 0.020 0eV

A~(m, q, m2 ) = [{m2 —[(q2) ~ +m„.]2)

x (m —[(q ) ~ —m„] ) ]
' . (4.8)

In Eq. (4.6) the function h(q2) contains the hadronic
structure and VKM denotes the quark mixing angles, in
this case VKM

——V„&. Here we shall not write down ex-
plicitly both factors [26].

At the end point of the spectrum,

G„=1.16639 x 10 GeV mv mv' mhad ~ (4.9)

and we have used (2.13).
The contour plot of Eq. (4.1) for m„, = 165 MeV ap-

pears also in Fig. 1. For masses above 225 MeV there is
no compatibility region among Z data and the other ex-
perimental ratios we have considered in Sec. III. Hence,
instead of (3.4) we have now

dI'

dQ

G2V2
(I V-il'+ I& 2I')+s+

I
V-sl' s (q')

(4.10)

where my~~ = (q ) ~. Assuming that the vs is heavier
than vq 2 we get, instead of Eq. (4.6),

155 MeV & m„, & 225 MeV. (4 2) where

For now on in our analysis we will use a typical value of
m„, = 165 MeV unless otherwise stated.

and

Fo ——m(q, m, 0)A ~ (m, q, 0) (4.11)

B. End point of w ~ Smv in the mixing scenario Fs ——ur(q~, m2, m2, )A & (m2, q2, m, ). (4.12)

The current upper limits on neutrino masses are

"m„," ( 7.3eV

"m„„"( 0.27MeV

[6]

[6]

"m„"( 31MeV [5,10].

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

However these values were obtained in experiments which
tried to observe the effects of neutrino masses without
fixing in the leptonic sector.

The current experimental upper bound on "m„"given
by ARGUS [5,10] comes from the study of the end point
of the hadronic invariant mass distribution in the decay
v ~ Qrv . Their analysis is only valid when there is
no mixing in the leptonic sector, otherwise the massive
neutrino wi11 not manifest itself by a shift on the end
point but by a shoulder in the distribution. The end
point in both situations will be the same.

For the sake of simplicity we shall consider here only
the 7. neutrino case but a similar procedure could be ap-
plied to the other e and p, neutrinos. Ass»~ing that v
in the decay ~ -+ nmv is a particle with de6nite mass it
was obtained [26]

Each part of the phase space functions Fo, F3 have a dif-
ferent end point.

The second end point related to the massive contri-
bution m„, disappears when both massive and massless
contributions are summed up, remaining only a shoul-
der in the distribution and the end point is related with
the (almost) massless neutrinos. This is the end point
observed experimentally.

Using m„, = 165, 225 MeV and typical values for
the respective mixing angles in Eq. (4.10) we obtain
Fig. 2. We see that the m„, values given in (4.2) are
allowed by the experimental data of the w —+ Rrv de-
cay. %'e also show in Fig. 2 a blowup of the region near
the end point to emphasize the fact that all the three
curves for m„, = 0, 165, 225 MeV would be compatible
with the three events found by ARGUS in this end point
area [5,10].

We have only studied the phase space contributions
and have not taken into account the hadronic efFects
contained in h(q ). This function hides our ignorance
on hadronic structure and it will, in general, modify the
shape of the distribution but not afFect the end point.
However close to the end point the shape of the distribu-
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&, 0.45

0.35

0.3

0.25

FIG. 2. Spectrum for m„, = 0 (dashed
line), m„~ = 165 MeV (dotted line),
and m„~ = 215 MeV (continuous hne).
Here dI" /dz = (81rm /0 VKM) dI'/dz,
G = G„/(sp2S~ + cs~)cp, and z = ms/m .
The coeflicient (sps~ + c~)cp has been ab-
sorbed in the de6nition of F. We also shown
the blowup of region near of end point.

0.05

0.65 0.7 0.75 0,8 0.85 0.9 0.95

tion does not depend very much on the resonant struc-
ture. On the other hand, the population of the spectrum
in this region will be strongly modified [26]. For this rea-
son, to be able to detect an efFect of mixing it is necessary
to study the population of the spectrum close to the end
point.

(5.2)

(v. ~ v. ) =1(v.(L)lv. (0))l

, , ( 21rRI= 1 —2cpsp l
1 —cos

L )
4 ( 27lB'1.—2cgsgcp

l
1 —cos

Li2 )

V. OTHER CONSTRAINTS

A. Neutrino oscillations

and

P(v. ~ v~) = l(v~(L)lv. (o))l'
2mB= hi(P, p, 8) —h2(P, p, 8) cos

12
The case of three light neutrino oscillations was con-

sider in Ref. [27]. Here we will study the case of only
two light neutrinos and a heavy one as in Ref. [18]. Let
us start by summarizing at this stage our results for the
mixing angles:

2~A
-hs(P, p, 8) cos

where we have defined

(5.3)

O.977 ce 0.077 e O.211 )—0.998 8g —0.016 cg 0.998 ce —0.016 8g 0.069
0.071 sg —0.2 cg —0.071 cg —0.2 sg 0.975 )

(5 1)

The matrix above is orthogonal independently of the 0.
As we said before, neutrinos produced in weak pro-

cesses are linear combinations of the mass eigenstates
vi = g,. Vi;v, with Vi; given in (2.2) and in particular in
(5.1). Here we will write down the probability of finding
a neutrino v, v„after a path length R if at the origin it
was a v, that is,

hi(p, y, 8) = 2cp[cgsgc + (1 —cgsg)s sp

+' ' pcs(e e)]~

h2(P, p, 8) = 2[cgsg(c' —s'sp)

+C~s~sp(Cg —Bg)]CgSgCp,
2 2 2

hs(P, p, 8) = 2s spcp

As in Ref. [18], for the mass range we are consider-
ing here, neutrino oscillations occur with essentially two
wavelengths. We have defined, in (5.2) and (5.3),
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that is,

2'
)

4' p/Me V
bm2 b'm2/(eV) 2

0.817 —0.848
-(0.502 —0.560)

0 192 0 129

0.490 —0.536 0.200 —0.222 )
0.828 —0.865 ( 0.069

—(0.101 —0.183) 0.973 —0.980 )
(5.6)

with

bm2=m —m &1

mvg

1.24 —12

/M V

The masses m„, , m» and of course bm, are still unde-
termined. Let us take, for instance, bm2 of the order of a
few eV . Of course for smaller bm values the cosine in-
volving I i2 in Eq. ( 5.2) must be taken into account. The
short component has an oscillation length of the order
of 10 5 m. A more detailed study concerning neutrino
oscillation data will be published elsewhere.

Let us consider the solar neutrino data. In this case
R 10i m and Li2 --0.25 m if bm2 l(eV)2. With
this condition the oscillation has averaged out and one
obtains

Two Gnal remarks. First, if we take into account the
cosine term in Eq. (5.2) it is also possible to fit the
Homestake data within our scheme. For example with

s&
——0.045, ss ——0.275, and Li2/R = 2.5 we obtain

P(v, ~ v, ) = 0.26. A more complete analysis should
take into account the energy dependence of the neutrino
spectra which contribute to each experiment.

A second remark concerns the "atmospheric neutrino
problem" [29]. This consists in a suppression of the muon
neutrino Qux with respect to the electron neutrino one as
observed by two experiments [30,31].

Usually in the two generation mixing approach the
solution of both, the atmospheric and solar neutrino
problems, require a 6ne-tuning of the parameters in-
volved [15]. Preliminary calculations point out that this
is also the case in the present situation. However it
would be interesting to examine the Mikheyev-Smirnov-
Wolfenstein (MSW) [32] effect in the context of this work.
We are currently carrying this out.

P(v~ M vp) = 1 —2cpsp —2cssscp.2 2 2 2 4 (5.4)

0.253 & st & 0.299,
0.701 & se2 ( 0.747. (5.5)

Hence, the mixing matrix in the leptonic sector which
is consistent with all experimental data considered by us,
for m„, = 165 MeV, is

Using the values in (5.1) and the experimental data given
in Table I for P(v, ~ v, ) [28] we obtain the allowed
regions showed in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4 we show values for
the angles compatible with those in Fig. 1. Note that
with these angles the result of Davis, a suppression of
about 27%%uo of the solar standard model prediction, is not
fitted at the lo level. The lowest value of Eq. (5.4) is
about 30'%%uo.

Neutrino oscillations are only sensitive to small mass
differences and cannot be used to detect mixing of heavy
neutrinos directly. Notwithstanding, we see from (5.4)
that even in the averaged situation the eff'ect of the mix-
ing with the heavy neutrino survives via the angle P.

The range for the 8 angle compatible with the allowed
area showed in Fig. 1, coming from Kamiokande II,
Gallex, and SAGE data is

B. Cosmological constraints

From cosmological constraints, stable neutrinos must
have masses less than 40 eV or greater than 2 GeV [33).
In our scenario, of course, by construction neutrinos are
not stable.

Earlier works about the upper bounds on the lifetime
of a massive neutrino assumed V —A interactions in an-
nihilation processes of the massive neutrinos and that
the principal decay mode is vs -+ v,p [34,35]. However,
for a neutrino mass m„, )) m, „ this decay [and the
not Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) suppressed vs ~
v, pp] are not dominant [35].

Note that as there are no changing Havor neutral cur-
rents at tree level, constraints as those in Ref. [36] do not
apply to our case.

Here we will assume the mixing angles given in (5.6)
and evaluate the lifetime for a heavy neutrino. In the
mass range we are considering for the heaviest neutrino,
155—225 MeV, the main decays are v3 —+ l+/ vz 2, l =
e, p. The lifetime of heavy neutrinos in our context was
studied by Kolb and Goldman [16]. Here we will treat
again these decays. The partial widths are

TABLE I. Results of solar neutrino experiments. The Bux is given as a function of the solar
standard model prediction [49].

Experiment

Davis et O,L

Kamiokande II
SAGE
Gallex

Process
v + Cl-+e+ Ar
v+e M v+e
v + Ga-+e+ Ge
v, + Ga —+e+ Ge

Ethreshold (MeV)
0.81
7.5
0.24
0.24

Expt/SSM
0.27 + 0.04
0.49 + 0.05 + 0.06
0 44+ + 0.11
0.66+ 0.11 + 0.05
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clear that some cancellation of matrix elements occurs,
otherwise we would obtained only the factor ~V,z[ (I—

~
V,s~2) for the case of electron decay and

~ V„3~ (1—tV„3~')
for p decay as in Ref. [16].

The function F(m(, m, ) is defined as

'jjM (y2 Br)
F(m(, m, ) = 2 (k' —y ~')'

(k' —v)'

x k' —y —w) yk' —y

+ (k' —~)'+ ~f(k' —u)

0. I

SAGE

lo rrr —2w, (2k'rr —y' —B')Idy, (5.8)

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I

where

FIG. 3. Contour plot of Eq. (5.4) for SAGE, Gallex, and
Kamiokande II using the values on Table I (within 1 0). The
arrows shown the allowed contours for each experiment.

ym =2ui~ yM =1

a„'m'„
I'(vs m llv) =

192ms(l —[V„s[ )(1 —[Vs~ )

x[IV I'(I —I&~sl')F(m~ m-. )) (5.7)

2 I
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FIG. 4. Contour plot for Gallex, Kamiokande II, and
SAGE data in the restricted region showed in black on Fig. 1.
The shaded areas are the allowed regions for these experi-
ments.

and a similar expression for v3 ~ p,ev.
Notice that we have taken into account the appropriate

modification of the G„constant given in Eq. (2.13). In
fact, we leave in (5.7) all factors in such a way that it is

Here we will consider only the v3 —+ eev decay. The
respective lifetime scaled from muon decay is

( m„5 1 —V„ I

I'"'
~(vs —i «v) =~„

I" (m, ) ~V.s~2 F(m„m„, )

m 1 —8~cp" (m, sp F(m„m„,)'

where w„ is the muon lifetime. From (5.9) and the angles
in (5.6) we see that the lifetime for the decay of vs into
electrons is of the order of 10 —10 s.

For the range (4.2) the decays vs -+ m+e and vs m
p, +e v are possible, they will not be considered here.
Our purpose is only to indicate that there is no strong
constraints coming from processes with cosmological con-
sequences.

There are experiments which tried to observe neutrino
decays [37,38], however those experiments are sensitive
to lifetimes of the order of 10 —102 s. Hence, their
data are not directly applicable to our case.

For instance, in [37] it was assumed that the v couples
mainly to a single mass eigenstate, then an upper limit
of the square of the matrix element ~V„~ was obtained.
In our case it is necessary to consider at least two of such
matrix elements at once.

On the other hand, we must recall the following. In
[37] the expected. neutrino flux depends on the num-
ber of D, (KLi ) and of D mesons (%D) produced by
protons in the dump. In computing this number it
was assumed the following values for the branching ra-
tio for the semileptonic decays B(D -+ @vs) = 0.1 and
B(D, i yvs) = 0.03. Notwithstanding, at present these
branching ratios are BID -+ @vs) & 7.2 x 10 [6] and
B(D, -+ pvs) = (4.0+i'4+0's+ 1.8) x 10 [39]. It means
that the neutrino Hux is reduced by a factor of a hundred
with respect to the values used by the CHARM exper-
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iment [37], and that in fact higher values for the upper
bounds on the mixing angles are allowed. On the other
hand, in Ref. [38] the neutrino flux was calculated using
Monte Carlo programs and we do not know if in this case
the same branching ratios for the decays of the D mesons
were used.

In addition, we stress that in our case the lifetime of
the heavy neutrino is such that it would decay before the
detector.

C. Astrophysical constraints

~„./m . & 6 x 10 s/eV. (5.10)

However this constraint is valid for neutrinos reaching
the Earth's orbit, and no mixing in the leptonic sector.
In fact, we have seen in Sec. VB that for a mass of 165
MeV the mixing angles are such that the lifetime of the
heavy neutrino is of the order of 10 —10 s. It means
that this neutrino can appear only through the mixing
effect as it is kinematically forbidden at the characteristic
energies of the Supernova and must decay before reaching
the Earth's orbit. We see that only the lightest neutrinos
v~ 2 are constrained &om these data.

On the other hand, since neutrinos are massive Dirac
particles the right-handed components can be produced
in the hot Supernova via helicity Hip. This produce an
extra source of cooling in the Supernova since this right-
handed neutrinos are almost sterile. The relevant spin-
flip processes are KN -+ N¹Itvlt (bremsstrahlung),
NvL, ~ NvR and e+e m v~v~. However bounds com-
ing from this processes in Supernova are valid only for
small enough neutrino masses and do not apply to our
heavy neutrino. It is not thermally emitted from the
Supernova [41,42].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have examined some weak processes which are
modified by a three generation mixing in the leptonic sec-

Here we will discuss, briefly, the possible effects of
our scenario in the solar neutrino Bux and in the Su-
pernova 1987A data. In fact for neutrinos with mass
1.1MeV ( I ( 14MeV the experimental detection of
solar neutrinos have been considered in Ref. [40]. Neu-
trinos coming from the Sun, generated through the de-
cay 8 —+ B,e+v must have a mass up to near 14 MeV
which is the threshold energy for this reaction. Those
coming from pp reaction have m ( 1.44 MeV. Of course,
a heavy neutrino would decay in Bight producing v, „and
charged leptons.

The observation of v, 's corning from the Supernova
1987A implies a constraint on their lifetime:

tor and found compatibility regions for m„, and mixing
angles. These parameters are likely to have consequences
elsewhere.

The main result of this paper is that the current up-
per limit on the 7-neutrino mass "m " does not seem
to exclude a heavy neutrino 155 MeV & m, ( 225 MeV
mixed up with the light ones, and solving at the same
time a possible deviation of the r —p universality. How-

ever, our analysis will still be valid if no deviation from
~ —p universality is confirmed by data. Only the value
for m„, and mixing angles will be different. If the new
data imply lowest values for the v3 mass and, as in v3

decays photons are ultimately produced [43] it will be
interesting to study astrophysical bounds more in detail.

Of course, there are other experiments we could have
considered as the v„e m v„e cross section [12), mea-
surements of the Michel parameter in muon decay [44],
etc. , but we do not expect they to produce strongest con-
straints than the ones we have analyzed.

The p —e universality has been also verified in the kaon
decays [45]. In fact, in the mass range (4.2) the decays
K -+ e(p)v; with i = 1, 2, 3 occur In p. articular, the
branching ratio of the kaon decays, I'(K ~ ev)/I'(K ~
pv) have been measured [46] and, in principle, provide
another confirmation of the ep universality, but in this
case the structure-dependent radiative correction is ex-
pected to be 1QQQ times larger than that for the pion
decays partial widths [3]. For this reason we will not an-

alyze these decays in this work. However we recall that
in the literature a similar expression to (3.1) was also
assumed.

Notice that in the extension of the standard model we

are considering there are no flavor changing neutral cur-
rents at tree level, since they are GIM suppressed [47],
and for this reason it is not necessary to consider pro-
cesses producing p,e events.

We recall that the final allowed values for masses and
mixing angles must be obtained taken into account ra-
diative corrections [48]. Any way, radiative corrections
imply a reduction of about 4'%%ua [3] and will not modify
qualitatively our results.
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